In this paper, we examine a language-independent codes as the bottom-up IPC set, that is, the recognition system employs a bottom-up language-independent IPC set and languagedependent top-down IPC sets. Thus the system will be able to simultaneously deal with multi-categorical (e.g., multilingual) hypotheses for the input speech stream. We first describe the basic framework of our method, then present procedures for deriving the bottom-up and top down IPC sets and also procedure to convert speech utterance to the bottomup IPC sequence. As is described above, the recognition system is implemented as the word spotting in speech utterances. Isolated-word recognition experiments are carried out in this system for confirming the preliminary feasibility.
BASIC FRAMEWORK
The basic framework for the proposed speech recognition processing is shown in Fig.1 . As indicated in this figure, the language-independent (bottom-up) IPC sequence converted 
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http://www.iscaĆspeech.org/archive from an input speech is transformed into a symbol sequence of corresponding phonemic system by computing the distance between the language-independent IPC sequence and language-dependent (top-down) IPC networks. Therefore, if the distance matrices between the bottom-up IPC symbols and top-down ones are determined in advance using relatively small size of individual spoken language data sets, it will be possible to flexibly change phonemic systems to be hypothesized.
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